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### Basic Figures

- Ben (Obi-Wan) Kenobi (with Lightsaber and Removable Cloak)
- Boba Fett (with Sawed-Off Blaster Rifle and Jet Pack)
- C-3PO (with Realistic Metalized Body)
- Chewbacca (with Bowcaster and Heavy Blaster Rifle)
- Darth Vader (with Lightsaber and Removable Cloak)
- Han Solo (with Heavy Assault Rifle and Blaster)
- Han Solo in Carbonite (with Carbonite Freezing Chamber)
- Han Solo in Hoth Gear (with Blaster Pistol and Assault Rifle)
- Jedi Knight Luke Skywalker (with Lightsaber and Removable Cloak)
- Lando Calrissian (with Heavy Rifle and Blaster Pistol)
- Luke Skywalker (with Grappling-Hook Blaster and Lightsaber)
- Luke Skywalker in Dagobah Fatigues (with Lightsaber and Blaster Pistol)
- Luke Skywalker in X-Wing Fighter Pilot Gear (with Lightsaber and Blaster Pistol)
- Princess Leia Organa (with “Laser” Pistol and Assault Rifle)
- R2-D2 (with Light-Pipe Eye Port and Retractable Leg)
- Stormtrooper (with Blaster Rifle and Heavy Infantry Cannon)
- TIE Fighter Pilot (with Imperial Blaster Pistol and Rifle)
- Yoda (with Jedi Trainer Backpack and Gimer Stick)

### Collection 1

- Death Star Gunner (with Radiation Suit and Blaster Pistol)
- Greedo (with Rodian Blaster Rifle)
- Tatooine Stormtrooper (with Concussion Grenade Launcher)

### Collection 2

- Jawas (with Glowing Eyes and Ionization Blasters)
  - Jawa *(short)*
  - Jawa *(tall)*
- Luke Skywalker in Stormtrooper Disguise (with Imperial Issue Blaster)
- Momaw Nadon “Hammerhead” (with Double-Barreled Laser Canon)
- R5-D4 (with Concealed Photon Missile Launcher)
- Tusken Raider (with Gaderffi Stick Battle Club)

### Deluxe Figures

- Crowd Control Stormtrooper (with Flight-Action Thruster Pack and Capture Claw)
- Han Solo (with Smuggler Flight Pack Plus Battle-Pivoting Blaster Cannons and Cargo Claw)
- Luke Skywalker's Desert Sport Skiff (with Blasting Rocket Launcher and Rapid-Deploy Wings)

### Vehicles
- Imperial AT-ST Vehicle (Scout Walker)
- Imperial Speeder Bike (Explodes and Ejects Rider in Battle)
  - Biker Scout
- Landspeeder (with Shift-Action Running Gear and Pop-Open Hood)
- TIE Fighter (with Ejecting Solar Panel Wings)

**Electronic**
- Millennium Falcon (with Electronic Lights and Authentic Movie Sounds)
- Rebel Snowspeeder
- X-Wing Fighter (with Attack-Action Wings and Authentic Movie Sounds)
  - R2-D2

*Affixed to Vehicle*

## Playsets
- Death Star Escape (with Firing Cannon and Removeable Bridge)
- Detention Block Rescue (with Opening Escape Hatch and Shooting Launcher)

## Accessories

### Carrying Cases
- Official Collector Case
- Talking C-3PO Carry Case

## Mail-Aways
- Han Solo Disguised as a Stormtrooper *(Kellogg’s Froot Loops Star Wars Action Figure Offer)*

## Exclusives

### Sam’s Club
- Collector Pack
  - Ben (Obi-Wan) Kenobi (with Lightsaber and Removable Cloak)
  - Darth Vader (with Lightsaber and Removable Cloak)
  - Luke Skywalker (with Grappling-Hook Blaster and Lightsaber)
- Collector Pack
  - Chewbacca (with Bowcaster and Heavy Blaster Rifle)
  - Han Solo (with Heavy Assault Rifle and Blaster)
  - Lando Calrissian (with Heavy Rifle and Blaster Pistol)
- Collector Pack
  - C-3PO (with Realistic Metalized Body)
  - R2-D2 (with Light-Pipe Eye Port and Retractable Leg)
  - Stormtrooper (with Blaster Rifle and Heavy Infantry Cannon)

### Toys ‘R’ Us
- Classic Edition 4-Pack
- Chewbacca
- Darth Vader
- Han Solo
- Luke Skywalker